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Abstract
Software product lines (SPLs) are used to create tailor-made software products by managing and composing reusable assets. Generating a software product from the assets of an SPL is possible statically before runtime or dynamically at load-time or runtime. Both approaches have benefits and drawbacks with respect
to composition flexibility, performance, and resource consumption.
Which type of composition is preferable should be decided by taking the application scenario into account. Current tools and languages, however, force a programmer to decide between static and
dynamic composition during development. In this paper, we present
an approach that employs code generation to support static and dynamic composition of features of a single code base. We offer an
implementation on top of FeatureC++, an extension of the C++ programming language that supports software composition based on
features. To simplify dynamic composition and to avoid creation of
invalid products we furthermore provide means to (1) validate the
correctness of a composition at runtime, (2) automatically instantiate SPLs in case of stand-alone applications, and (3) automatically
apply interaction code of crosscutting concerns.
Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs and Features; D.3.4 [Programming
Languages]: Processors—Code Generation, Preprocessors
General Terms

Design, Languages

Keywords Software product lines, feature-oriented programming,
static feature binding, dynamic feature binding

1.

Introduction

Software product lines (SPLs) provide means to compose software products that match the requirements of different application scenarios from a single code base. SPLs can be developed using a variety of implementation techniques. Well known concepts
are preprocessor definitions, components, collaboration-based designs, aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [25], feature-oriented
programming (FOP) [36, 8], and aspectual feature modules [3]. A
main difference between implementations of these approaches is
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the type of composition used to create a concrete product or SPL
instance. Some of them support static composition of program code
at compile time or in a preprocessing step and others support dynamic composition, e.g., using components, at application startup
or at runtime.
Dynamic composition provides a certain flexibility by allowing a programmer to select the needed functionality at runtime.
For example, loading only required functionality on a mobile device from a network according to the underlying hardware or user
preferences can reduce network load and avoids the necessity to
provide any variant of a program. Unfortunately, dynamic composition has typically a negative effect on performance because it introduces an overhead. In contrast, static composition avoids such an
overhead needed to support dynamic composition and enables optimizations on the source code level (e.g., function inlining) [21, 12].
However, a static approach is not as flexible as a dynamic approach
since the functionality of a software product has to be known before
deployment. Hence, both compositional approaches are useful for
different application scenarios but the concrete application scenario
might not be known until deployment.
Using current implementation techniques, the developer of an
SPL is forced to choose between static and dynamic composition
at development time. Changing the type of composition at deployment time is only supported by a few approaches [18, 12]. As a
result, source code developed for static composition cannot be easily reused for dynamic composition and vice versa. In this paper,
we present an approach that supports static and dynamic composition of features of a single code base which allows us to choose
the type of composition at deployment time. While static composition is usually supported by tools [6, 37, 9] dynamic composition of
features can be a complex task. This includes manual instantiation
of features and has to cover crosscutting concerns, feature interactions, and the validation of correct SPL instantiation. To solve this
problem we provide an infrastructure for dynamic instantiation and
validation of SPLs.
Our approach is based on FOP which allows us to generate
SPL instances by composing modularized features. We have implemented the presented approach using FeatureC++1 , an FOP extension for the C++ programming language [2]. We provide means
to:
• compose features of an SPL statically or dynamically from a
single code base,
• automate dynamic instantiation of SPLs with an extensible approach,
• apply code for feature interactions automatically,
• validate the correctness of an SPL configuration at runtime.
1 http://wwwiti.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/iti
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Figure 1. Feature diagram of a graph product line with optional
features C OLOR, W EIGHTED, and S YNCHRONIZED.
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Figure 2. Decomposition of classes (vertical bars) with respect to
features (horizontal bars) in feature-oriented designs.
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/ / B a s i c i m p l e m e n t a t i o n b a s e d on OOP
c l a s s Edge {
Node * nSource , * nDest ;
public :
Edge (): nSource (0) , nDest (0) { }
b o o l isSource ( Node * n ) {
r e t u r n n == nSource ;
}
v o i d setSource ( Node * n ) {
nSource = n ;
}
v o i d setDest ( Node * n ) {
nDest = n ;
}
v o i d print () {
printf ( " egde " );
}
};
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/ / E x t e n s i o n s needed f o r f e a t u r e Color
r e f i n e s c l a s s Edge {
i n t color ;
public :
Edge (): s u p e r () , color (0) { }
v o i d setColor ( i n t c ) { color = c ; }
v o i d print () {
printf ( " colored " );
s u p e r :: print ();
}
};
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/ / E x t e n s i o n s needed f o r f e a t u r e Weighted
r e f i n e s c l a s s Edge {
i n t weightSource , weightDest ;
public :
Edge (): s u p e r () , weightSource (0) , weightDest (0) { }
v o i d s e t So u r c e W ei g h t ( i n t w ) {
weightSource = w ;
}
v o i d setDestWeight ( i n t w ) {
weightDest = w ;
}
};

Background

An SPL is used to create similar programs that share some common
features. A feature of an SPL represents a functional requirement
on a software that is of interest to some stakeholder [8]. SPLs can
be described using feature models [22], e.g., represented as feature
diagrams, as shown for a product line of graph data structures in
Figure 1. The root of a feature diagram represents the SPL itself
and remaining nodes represent features of that SPL (e.g., feature
C OLOR represents coloring of Edges). Features can be optional (depicted with an empty dot) or mandatory (depicted with a filled dot).
Optional and alternative features introduce variability into an SPL
that provides means to create tailor-made software products. For
example, in applications for mobile devices alternative implementations for different hardware may exist and an optional feature like
DATAC OMPRESSION might be provided to reduce network traffic.
2.1
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Figure 3. FeatureC++ source code of class Edge of a Graph product line.

Feature-oriented Programming

FOP treats the features of a software as fundamental units of abstraction and composition. It allows programmers to compose programs based on modularized features. Feature modules implement
features as increments in functionality [8]. They are kept separate
from each other to comply with the principle of separation of concerns [15]. To derive a concrete program a user selects the needed
features from an SPL. The corresponding feature modules are composed which results in an SPL instance.
FOP can be used as an extension of different programming
paradigms. In this paper, we focus on FOP as an extension of
object-oriented programming (OOP) using classes as implementation units. In this case, a feature is usually implemented by multiple collaborating classes. However, often only a fraction of a class
belongs to a feature and the remaining part to other features. Consequently, the classes have to be decomposed with respect to the
features of a software in order to generate classes that contain
only needed functionality. In Figure 2, we show a graph product
line adopted from [35] which we will use as an example throughout the paper. The SPL consists of classes (vertical dashed bars)
that are decomposed along features (horizontal bars). Basic implementation is located in module BASE G RAPH which is extended by
feature modules C OLOR and W EIGHTED that implement coloring

of edges and weights for nodes of a graph. As known from OOP,
classes can have members (class Edge has members of class Node)
and can inherit from other classes (class UEdge inherits from class
Edge). Classes Edge and Node are refined to implement functionality needed for features C OLOR and W EIGHTED (depicted with
filled arrows). Based on this design, different graph data structures
can be generated by composing feature modules. For example, we
can derive a simple graph that contains only the basic implementation or a colored graph that additionally contains extensions for
feature C OLOR by simply combining the according modules.
The approach that we present in this paper is implemented with
FeatureC++, an extension of the C++ programming language that
supports FOP. In Figure 3, we depict the FeatureC++ source code
for class Edge. The basic implementation (Lines 1–15) provides
functionality needed for every graph. It is refined to implement
features C OLOR and W EIGHTED (Lines 16–38), which is indicated
by the keyword refines. Refinements can introduce new members
(Line 18 and 29) and extend existing methods (Line 22). In method
extensions, the refined method can be invoked using the keyword
super (Line 24). In FeatureC++, refinements of a class are located
in different files and are grouped with classes and refinements of
the same feature.

2.2

Binding in OOP

In object-oriented languages, objects interact via messages. In compiled object-oriented languages the actual type of a message receiver can be determined statically (early binding) or dynamically
(late binding). These different binding types are important for SPL
development and have benefits and drawbacks [1].
Early Binding. In OOP, early binding is used if the type of an
object that receives a message is already known before execution
(e.g., at link time). In compiled programming languages like C++
it provides possibilities to optimize a program. For example, it
avoids indirections for method invocations by including addresses
of methods directly in the program code and allows the compiler
to inline methods. Early binding, however, also means that code of
methods that are never used may be contained in a program and
thus increase the binary size.
Late Binding. Late binding is used in OOP if the actual type
of a message receiver is not known statically and is determined
dynamically. This is usually done at object creation time or at
method invocation time. Programming languages, like C++, that
support receiver identification at object creation time store the
result until method invocation. In C++, this is done by storing a
pointer to a virtual function table, created by the compiler based
on the virtual methods of a class, within the created object [30].
This results in additional memory that is needed to store the type
of the object implicitly as pointer to the virtual function table.
Nevertheless, it increases flexibility by resolving the method that
is called depending on the dynamic type of a message receiver.
2.3

Feature Binding in SPLs

Early and late binding are also important when composing features. Dynamic composition of features requires late binding because the type of an object changes depending on the configuration
of an SPL, i.e., depending on the selected features. In contrast, early
binding should be preferred in case of static composition to make
use of performance optimizations. There are different possible categorizations to describe the time of feature binding in SPLs. Kang
et al. distinguish between product build time and product delivery
time [23] and Lee et al. between static and dynamic feature binding [28]. For this paper a distinction between static and dynamic
binding is sufficient:
Static Binding: Static binding means that features are bound when
building the binary of a software product. This includes source
code transformations or other preprocessing steps as well as
compilation and linking of an SPL.
Dynamic Binding: Dynamic binding means binding in a starting
or running program and can depend on the dynamic context of
that program.

3.

Supporting Different Binding Times

There are a number of approaches to implement SPLs that support
static binding, dynamic binding, or a combination of both (for details see the related work in Section 5). In contrast to most of these
approaches the goal of our work is to provide means for developing SPLs whose features can be composed statically or dynamically
from a single code base. That is, a programmer implements features
without binding time in mind. At deployment time the programmer
decides how features are bound. Boilerplate code for supporting
different kinds of bindings is generated automatically.
In prior approaches, an SPL developer had to chose the binding
time before implementation and implements the source code according to this decision, e.g., using design patterns, etc. [12]. Our
approach implies that all features of an SPL can be bound statically
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Figure 4. Static composition of classes Edge and UEdge for a
colored graph.

or dynamically. We implemented it as an extension of FeatureC++
and apply code transformation to ordinary C++ code. To support
different binding times we use different backends to generate code
according to the chosen binding time. The resulting code is compiled to create a statically composed SPL instance or a dynamically
composable SPL. Since dynamic composition of features can become a complex task for an application developer we furthermore
provide assistance for dynamic SPL instantiation and validation.
3.1

Static Composition

Using FOP as an extension of OOP, composition of features can be
reduced to composition of classes and class refinements. There are
different possibilities to implement static composition of classes
that are decomposed in feature-oriented approaches, using code
generation [8, 26]. FeatureC++ generates for each class with all
of its refinements a compound class that consists of:
• the union of all member variables,
• one method for each method refinement,
• one constructor and destructor for each different constructor /
destructor definition, and
• one method for each constructor / destructor refinement.
An illustration of the code transformation for class Edge (cf.
Figure 2) using implementations of modules BASE and C OLOR
is shown in Figure 4. Using this kind of transformation, the C++
compiler can easily inline method refinements since they are early
bound and composed into the same file. Based on such optimizations we could show that FeatureC++ provides the same performance as C++ code that does not support customization [38].
3.2

Dynamic Composition

To support dynamic composition of classes we extended the FeatureC++ code generation process. It transforms the refinement
chain of a class into a delegation hierarchy using the decorator
pattern [17]. This is quite similar to the Delegation Layers approach where each layer represents a feature and multiple layers
can be combined dynamically [35]. Thus, a class consists of a
number of class fragments (refinements). Each fragment belongs to
a feature and fragments are composed using the decorator pattern.
A program is created by composing class fragments of all classes
according to the selected features.
In Figure 5 we show the UML representation of code generated
for class Edge for a colored weighted graph. Each refinement is
implemented by a class which is decorated by a class common to
all refinements of the target class. For example, class Edge_Color
represents the refinement of class Edge in feature C OLOR. The decorator class (Edge_Decorator) inherits from an interface Edge
representing the composed class which can be used in client applications.2
2 C++

does not support interfaces and classes are used instead.
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c l a s s Edge {
Node * nSource , * nDest ;
v o i d CreateNodes () {
nSource = new Node ();
nDest = new Node ();
}
};
/ / f e a t u r e Color
r e f i n e s c l a s s Edge {...};

Figure 7. Class Edge that creates new instances of classes Node of
a colored graph.
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Figure 5. UML diagram of generated code of class Edge of a
colored weighted graph.
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c l a s s Edge_Base : p u b l i c Ed ge _De co ra tor {
Node * nSource , * nDest ;
v o i d CreateNodes () {
nSource = G etS PL In sta nc e (). newNode ();
nDest = Get SP LI nst an ce (). newNode ();
}
};
/ / f e a t u r e Color
c l a s s Edge_Color : p u b l i c Ed ge _De co ra tor {...}

Edge_Weight

Figure 8. Class instantiation: code generated for class Edge.

+newNode()
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BaseGraph
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Figure 6. UML diagram of generated code for features of a
weighted colored graph.
Feature Classes. When dynamically creating an SPL instance,
we have to compose the selected features. We support this feature
instantiation by using classes to represent features. These feature
classes are generated in the code transformation process. Much
like ordinary classes and refinements, the feature classes are also
combined using the decorator pattern. The UML representation of
the generated code for a part of the graph product line is shown in
Figure 6: the classes BaseGraph, ColorGraph, and WeightGraph
represent features. They inherit from a generated decorator specific
to the SPL (class GraphFeature). Each instance of a feature decorator maintains a super pointer to the predecessor feature in a
composed program.
Class Instantiation. The feature decorators provide factory methods to create instances of ordinary SPL classes (method newNode
in Fig. 6). Class instances are composed from a number of refinements which means creating an instance for each refinement. Refinement instances are combined by setting up a pointer to the next
refinement in the decorator (super in Fig. 5). This also enables
modifications of the delegation hierarchy at runtime by readjusting the super-pointers. The refinement chain thus corresponds to a
linked list of class fragments. Changing the configuration of a class
corresponds to insertion, exchange, and deletion of elements of this
refinement list. In each refinement, all calls to super are delegated
to the next object in the refinement chain.
When a class is instantiated in an SPL (e.g., by calling the
new operator) the new object has to correspond to the context of
creation, i.e., to the SPL instance it is created from. An example
for a colored graph and the source code before transformation is
shown in Figure 7. An instance of class Edge is a composition
of base code (Lines 1–7) and its refinement for feature C OLOR

(Line 9). In Lines 4 and 5 new nodes are created. Because class
Edge is part of a colored graph the created nodes also have to be
colored. To solve this problem all classes are created by factory
methods of the corresponding SPL instance (method newNode in
Fig. 6). The generated code for class Edge is shown in Figure 8.
In Lines 4 and 5 instances of class node are created by calling
the factory method of the SPL instance. Each implementation of
this factory method creates the corresponding refinement instance
of class Node and appends it to the refinement list. For example,
method newNode in feature class WeightGraph creates an instance
of Edge_Weight and appends it to the refinement instances created
by its super classes BaseGraph and ColorGraph.
Using dynamic composition means that all classes are virtual
classes [32] of enclosing objects, i.e., the instances of feature
classes. In FeatureC++ there is no special representation for virtual classes on the source code level (e.g., using nested classes as
in other collaboration approaches) and the SPL developer does not
have to care about this fact.
Inheritance. When using the decorator pattern for dynamic composition of classes, we also have to support inheritance in an appropriate way. The needed solution also has to provide polymorphism
of classes. In FeatureC++, we combine the generated decorators
with inheritance of their interfaces to support polymorphic use of
classes. The UML representation of the code generated for classes
Edge and UEdge (cf. Section 2.1) is shown in Figure 9. Every class
is represented by an interface with the same name (Edge, UEdge).
Inheritance of classes (class UEdge inherits from class Edge) is represented by inheritance of the corresponding interfaces which supports polymorphic use of that interfaces. In Figure 9, the classes
inherit from their interfaces Edge and UEdge. For a developer of
a client application only the interfaces are visible and the concrete
implementation is hidden. In client code, classes can be instantiated
by using the new operators of the interfaces (Figure 9), as we will
see below.
To delegate operations of a derived class to its super class the
super pointer of the first fragment of a derived class refers to the
last fragment of the super class. For example, the super pointer in
UEdge_Base in Figure 9 refers to an instance of Edge_Color. The
corresponding object diagram for an instance of class UEdge using
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Figure 9. UML diagram of code generated for classes Edge and
UEdge of a colored graph.
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Figure 10. Object diagram of an instance of class UEdge of a
colored graph.
feature C OLOR is shown in Figure 10. To allow calls to methods
implemented in other refinements all references to the this pointer
in the composed object refer to the actual instance, i.e., the last
refinement of a class.
A Two-step Configuration Process. Overfeaturing is known
from frameworks and means that libraries often contain features
that are not needed for a particular client application [13]. That
combined with the complex documentation of these frameworks
makes the development of client applications highly complicated.
In our approach this problem is reduced by selecting only a subset
of available features in a first static configuration step. Using FeatureC++, the developer of a client application selects all features
intended for dynamic composition as a part of the code generation
process before SPL compilation. If it is not known which parts of
the SPL are to be used for dynamic composition, all features may
be selected. Selecting only a subset of all features decreases the
binary size of the resulting application, reduces the interface of the
SPL, and thus eases the development of client applications. Furthermore, the FeatureC++ precompiler can generate the documentation
of that minimized interface to remove unneeded information.
3.3

Support for C++

We have seen how dynamic and static composition can be supported using different code transformations. Since we use FeatureC++ we can use the transformed C++ code also in client applications written in plain C++.
Static Instances. SPLs may be used as stand-alone applications
or as libraries accessed from a client application. Static composition of a FeatureC++ SPL instance results in C++ source code that
can be used like traditional object-oriented code. Thus, a client application can create class instances without explicitly creating an
SPL instance.
When an SPL itself is used as a stand-alone application the
code of a statically created SPL instance has to be executed after
application startup. When using C++, a global main function is
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Edge * connect ( GraphSPL & graph , Node * n1 , Node * n2 ) {
Edge * e = new ( graph ) Edge ();
e - > setSource ( n1 );
e - > setDest ( n2 );
r e t u r n e;
}

i n t main () {
GraphSPL g = BaseGraph () ;
GraphSPL gc = Color ( BaseGraph () ) ;
/ / c r e a t e and c o n n e c t n o d e s o f s i m p l e graph g
Node * nA = new ( g ) Node () ;
Node * nB = new ( g ) Node () ;
Edge * e = connect (g , nA , nB ) ;
/ / c r e a t e and c o n n e c t n o d e s o f c o l o r e d graph g
Node * nColA = new ( gc ) Node () ;
Node * nColB = new ( gc ) Node () ;
Edge * eCol = connect ( gc , nColA , nColB ) ;
}

Figure 11. C++ source code of a client application using dynamic
composition of different graph product lines and emulation of virtual classes.
invoked at application startup. In FeatureC++, this main function
can be defined in any feature outside of a class. It is used by the
programmer to create instances of SPL classes and to start the SPL
specific execution.
Dynamic Instances. Using dynamic composition, an SPL instance is composed from code defined outside the dynamically
composable SPL. This also applies to the case where the SPL is
used as a stand-alone application because a static entry point for
the application is needed. This is done in the same way as described
for static composition using a definition of a global main method.
If the SPL is used as a library, SPL instances can be created
from an independently developed client application. In Figure 11,
we show an example for dynamic composition of the graph SPL.
A simple graph is created by instantiating the corresponding class
BaseGraph of the SPL (Line 8) and a colored graph is instantiated
by combining a BaseGraph with feature Color (Line 9). Since
the type of a class depends on an SPL instance we mimic virtual
classes with C++ by overloading the new operator which receives
an instance of the SPL that is to be used. In our example, the type
of a node depends on the type of an instance of the graph SPL
(Lines 12, 13). Nodes can only be instantiated by providing an SPL
instance and cause a compile time error otherwise.
The feature classes can be used polymorphically as shown for
argument graph in method connect (Figure 11, Line 1). SPL
classes can also be instantiated by providing this abstract type instead of a concrete feature class. The correct SPL class instance is
created accordingly as shown for class Edge in method connect
(Line 2) where the new instance of Edge corresponds to the dynamic type of graph. Thus, connecting nodes in Lines 14 and 19
results in different edges for a non-colored and a colored graph.
3.4

An Infrastructure for Dynamic Composition

Static composition of SPLs is often provided by tools that allow
programmers to select features and validate a feature selection
based on the description of an SPL [6, 37, 9]. This is mostly not
the case if dynamic composition is used, even if a feature model
is available. Hence, the developer of a client application is responsible for validating the consistency of an SPL instance, which is
tedious and error-prone. To ease SPL instantiation and validation
of instances we have developed an infrastructure that assists a pro-
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Meta Product Line

i n t main ( i n t argc , c h a r ** argv ) {
/ / l o a d PLM
PLM plm ;
i f (! plm . Open ( argv [1]) )
r e t u r n -1;
// create instance
GraphSPL * graph = plm . CreateInstance ( argv [2]) ;
i f (! graph )
r e t u r n -1;
/ / c r e a t e n o d e s o f t h e g r a p h PL
Node * n = new (* graph ) Node () ;
n - > print () ;
r e t u r n 0;
}

Instantiation

PLM

AutoInst

Verification

OR
alternative
optional

CommandLine

ConfigFile

mandatory

Figure 13. Meta product line to support automatic dynamic product instantiation.

$ graph myGraph . xml Base , Weight , Color

Figure 12. C++ source code using a graph product line and automatic instantiation.
grammer with dynamic feature composition. The infrastructure is
based on an extensible API.
The SPL-API. The SPL-API is a light-weight programming interface that allows a programmer to dynamically create SPL instances and validate configurations before instantiation. Furthermore, it gives client applications access to a product line model
(PLM) stored in an XML file [39]. The PLM basically consists of
a feature model describing the features of the SPL (cf. Figure 1),
domain constraints between features (e.g., mutual exclusion or inclusion of features), and implementation constraints including descriptions of feature interactions and a feature composition order.
Access to the model is provided by the class PLM with its main
methods PLM::Open and PLM::CreateInstance. Open is used
to open a PLM from an XML file and CreateInstance to create
an SPL instance according to a configuration provided as a list of
features. It implicitly validates a given configuration, applies code
for feature interactions (as we will describe below), and instantiates
the corresponding SPL. The validation process checks a given
configuration against constraints of the feature model. These are
(1) features not found in the model, (2) missing mandatory features,
and (3) invalid feature combinations with respect to feature model
constraints. A configuration is invalid if one of the conditions above
is not fulfilled. In this case, the instantiation process does not return
a new SPL instance but an error. The SPL-API is implemented
as a library that is automatically bound to an application via SPL
specific code generated in the transformation process. The library
is also used to check the validity of an SPL instance in case of static
composition.
An example for an instantiation of an SPL is displayed in Figure 12. The application can be started as shown in Line 18 providing the file describing the feature model (myGraph.xml) and
the features to use (Base,Weight,Color). The PLM is opened in
Line 4 and an instance is created and validated in Line 8. The resulting instance can be used to create SPL class instances (Line 13).
Since the configuration is given in textual form (a list of features),
it can be provided at runtime without knowing the needed features
of an SPL at client development time.
An Extensible Solution for Dynamic Composition. Manual instantiation of SPLs as shown in Figure 12 can be avoided if the
SPL is used as a stand-alone application. We support instantiation
of such SPLs by a code generation process at SPL build-time. The
generated code is similar to the code presented in Figure 12. It validates a configuration, instantiates an SPL, and executes the main
processing method of that SPL. To support arbitrary instantiation

scenarios, we have developed the instantiation and validation functionality as a product line itself. This meta product line is developed
independently of the domain SPL3 and allows us to generate the appropriate instantiation and validation code tailored to the needs of
the application domain.
The feature diagram of the meta product line is presented in Figure 13. Feature AUTO I NST encapsulates the functionality needed
for automatic SPL instantiation. Currently we support command
line arguments (feature C OMMAND L INE) or a configuration file
(feature C ONFIG F ILE) to provide an SPL configuration. Validation
of SPL configurations is implemented by feature P LM. To automatically instantiate products of a particular domain SPL, the meta
product line is extended in the code generation process with code
specific to the domain SPL. To support arbitrary scenarios (e.g.,
loading a configuration from network), classes of the meta product
line can be extended manually. These extensions can be part of the
meta product line itself, the domain SPL (i.e., domain specific instantiation code), or might be developed as an own product line to
support reuse in other SPLs.
Handling Feature Interactions. Crosscutting concerns can be
modularized using languages like FeatureC++; however, interactions between crosscutting features also have to be handled. These
feature interactions often enforce a particular composition order of
features and can result in special interaction code. This is also the
case for dynamic composition and leads to a complicated SPL instantiation process.
A correct ordering of features is needed to create a semantically
correct instance of an SPL. For example, when developing a feature
S YNCHRONIZE for the graph product line it has to be ensured that
synchronization occurs before accessing members of SPL classes
(e.g., accessing weights of nodes). As a result the synchronization
feature has to be applied after other features (e.g., feature W EIGHT)
to ensure correct synchronization. This ordering of features has to
be provided by the SPL developer and is stored as a relative order
in our PLM. Using the composition capabilities of the SPL-API the
correct ordering of features of a concrete SPL instance is created
according to the relative ordering of features at runtime.
If special code is needed to implement the interaction of two or
more features this interaction code (a.k.a. derivatives) can be modularized and separated from the interacting features [31]. From a
technical point of view, a derivative is not different from other features but is only needed if the interacting features are present in an
SPL instance. As an example, consider our graph product line using
features W EIGHT and S YNCHRONIZE. To avoid concurrent setting
of weights we also need to synchronize the access to the weight
members stored in edges. Since arbitrary graphs without weights
and also without synchronization are allowed we have to modu3 We

refer to the developed SPL as domain SPL to distinguish it from the
meta product line.

larize the interaction between features W EIGHT and S YNCHRO NIZE , i.e., the code that synchronizes access to weights. Our PLM
includes derivatives as model elements that are related to the interacting features. At SPL build-time, the FeatureC++ precompiler
generates binary code for derivatives and the SPL-API applies a
derivative in the dynamic composition process if all features that
the derivative belongs to are present in an SPL configuration. For
example, if we instantiate a synchronized weighted graph we also
apply the derivative W EIGHT /S YNCHRONIZE.4

4.

Discussion and Evaluation

In the following, we will discuss limitations of the presented approach and compare static with dynamic composition with respect
to performance and memory consumption.
4.1

Limitations

Our goal is to support static and dynamic composition of SPLs
based on a single code base. Supporting C++ as a client language,
however, introduces specific problems. Furthermore, semantic differences between statically and dynamically composed code partially limits our approach.
Static Fields and Methods. Static constructs cause problems
when using dynamic composition. While it is possible to refine
static methods when using static composition this is problematic
in case of dynamic composition since the type of the class is dynamic. This raises the question whether a static method or field
should actually be the same for all SPL instances (globally static)
or only static with respect to one SPL instance. To support the latter
option a transformation of static members into members of the SPL
feature classes is needed. Unfortunately, it is not possible to access
such methods or fields from C++ code by using an SPL instance
and the name of the class (e.g., <spl>.<class>::<method>())
as known from virtual classes in other programming languages. We
currently support static fields and methods only in base modules but
think that the correct transformation should use SPL instances as
containers for static fields or methods to allow different variants
of static methods for different SPL instances. A modification of
the FeatureC++ language might be needed to support appropriate
access to such methods. To also support globally static code, functions and values defined outside classes might be used but further
analysis has to follow to find the most appropriate solution.
Virtual Classes. The emulation of virtual classes for C++ has
some deficiencies compared to virtual classes supported directly
by the programming language. For example, the interfaces of our
virtual classes include all methods required for any dynamically
composable feature. This is inherent to the static representation of
a dynamically defined class in source code and can be handled by
dynamic type checking. In our current implementation an exception
is thrown if methods are invoked that are not implemented by the
receiver object, i.e., a runtime type error is generated. However, we
have not implemented a complete runtime type check. Using plain
C++ for compilation of client code does not allow us to statically
type check client code which is in general possible [16]. To fully
support virtual classes in client code this has to be supported on the
language level, e.g., as a future extension of FeatureC++.
C++ Compile Time Constructs. C++ provides constructs that are
evaluated at compile time or are part of the static type system and
are not available at runtime. Examples are typedefs or enumerations. Such constructs can be used in statically composed SPLs
without limitation. When using dynamic composition, however,
4 We

use a listing of all accompanying features to refer to the actual derivative unambiguously. The order of features does not matter.

these constructs cannot be changed or introduced depending on a
dynamic configuration since they do not have a representation at
runtime. For example, it is not possible to extend an enumeration
at runtime which is only checked at compile time and corresponds
to an integer value at runtime. For that reason, these constructs can
be used with dynamic composition but are available independent of
the dynamically selected functionality.
A different problem involves the construct sizeof which evaluates the size of an object at compile time. In case of dynamic
composition it is not clear how the correct transformation to C++
should look like. There are two possible solutions: the evaluation is
still done statically and results in the size of the referenced object
in memory, i.e., the size of the interface which is used in the transformed code. The second solution uses a dynamic evaluation and
returns the complete size of an object which is composed from several subobjects (the instances of refinements). This dynamic evaluation results in the actual size of memory an object occupies and
is what a programmer would expect to be returned. However, this
object is not stored in sequence in one memory block but as a list of
subobjects. Furthermore, when using sizeof to calculate the size
of an object to allocate memory for a number of objects of that type
the statically evaluated size of the object (i.e., the size of an instance
of the interface class) has to be used. Hence, both solutions cause
semantic differences between static and dynamic composition.
Further Semantic Issues. There are more semantic differences
when comparing static and dynamic composition. One reason are
the differing implementations of a class in a statically composed
SPL instance and a dynamically composed one. Hence, an SPL
developer cannot make any assumptions on the memory layout of
objects to avoid semantic errors caused by this difference. This, for
example, has to be assured in operations where objects are copied
or stored by directly accessing the memory (e.g., when serializing).
Another difference caused by the memory layout is the usage of
stack and heap memory. When storing an object on the stack it is
completely stored on the stack in case of static composition. Using
dynamic composition, however, only a small part of the object is
stored on the stack and remaining subobjects on the heap which
results in differences in memory consumption. Such differences
impose restrictions on the source code and require for source code
that is written having both approaches in mind. For most scenarios
these limitations might be small, but this has to be further analyzed.
Most of the semantic issues presented above are caused by
the mixture of high-level and low-level programming constructs
that are supported by the C++ language, e.g., that allow direct
access to the memory that an object utilizes. Low-level features
of the C++ language are useful to support a programming style
used to optimize performance or memory consumption, but are
inappropriate to abstract from binding time. In future versions of
FeatureC++, a new language design has to be applied that removes
low-level constructs and abstracts from different binding times.
4.2

Performance and Memory Consumption

For a comparison of static and dynamic composition we will analyze binary size (footprint), consumption of working memory, and
performance. In our current implementation, dynamic composition
increases the size of an object to store pointers to the predecessor
refinement of the refinement chain and a pointer to the last refinement which results in 8 bytes additional memory for each refinement or base class. Furthermore, the object size increases by another 4 bytes to store a pointer to the virtual function table in each
refinement. The footprint of dynamically composed SPLs depends
on the static pre-selection of features and includes all code that is
needed for dynamically composed features. As a result, the loaded
binary of a dynamically composable SPL is larger than a statically

# of modules

app. footprint [byte]
static
dynamic

1 (BASE)
2 (+ C OLOR)
3 (+ W EIGHT)
4 (+ NAME)

2.568
3.400
3.448
3.648

7.600 ( 6.628)
9.136 ( 8.944)
9.984 ( 9.856)
10.696 (10.696)

object size [byte]
static
dynamic
8
12
20
24

20
36
56
72

Table 1. Comparison of application footprint and size of instances
of class Edge for static and dynamic composition. Values in brackets are binary sizes of a statically pre-configured version with dynamic composition.
composed instance as long as dynamic loading of features is not
used (e.g., loading features from a dynamic link library).
In Table 1, we show the comparison of the footprint of an application using different variants of the graph SPL and the size of
objects for different variants of class Edge for static and dynamic
composition.5 The observed binary size of a statically composed
application is smaller for all variants compared to dynamic composition. Differences in the footprint of dynamically composed variants are caused by the compiler which can remove unused code that
is not referenced by the client application (e.g., the client application does not use method SetColor of class Edge if the feature is
not available). In statically pre-configured dynamic variants, the binary size is further decreased (shown in brackets) but it still results
in a larger footprint due to the overhead for dynamic composition.
The size of instances of class Edge increases by 12 bytes per refinement in case of dynamic composition. As a result, dynamically
composed instances of class Edge are in general larger than their
statically composed counterparts. However, if the actually needed
features are not known at compile time, all features have to be included when using static composition. This would result in a constant object size for static composition of 24 bytes (last variant in
Figure 1) and a variable object size of 20–72 bytes for dynamic
composition. Hence, edges of a minimal dynamically composed
simple graph (only using module BASE) are 17 % smaller than the
edges of a statically composed graph which is important in case of
a high number of edges. The differences in object size highly depend on the actual size of the refinements. It results in quite worse
memory consumption for our example in case of dynamic composition since we used a very small class. This effect decreases with
an increasing object size. When considering large refinements and
statically not known features, dynamic composition can achieve
much better memory consumption than static composition and vice
versa. This emphasizes the scenario dependent differences in memory consumption for static and dynamic composition.
Comparing performance, static composition usually does the
better job since additional configuration code and indirections for
dynamic composition are not executed. This includes an indirection for each refinement if calling a method. Furthermore, statically composed method refinements are inlined by the compiler
which results in binary code equal to code that does not support
customization. However, dynamic composition can also do better
than static composition if the needed configuration is not known
at SPL build-time and thus the execution of unneeded code can be
avoided. For example, setting colors and weights in edges of our
graph degrades performance if these are actually not used. Also in
case of dynamic composition performance optimizations are possible and have to be further analyzed.
In summary, the more we know about the needed functionality
the better we can optimize an SPL instance, i.e., remove unneeded
5 The

introduced feature NAME stores a name for each Edge.

functionality and choose the correct binding type. Both, memory
consumption and performance, thus depend on the application scenario and have to be evaluated in detailed case studies. Nevertheless, it is obvious that a combination of static and dynamic composition on a feature basis bears the potential for optimal performance
and memory consumption for different application scenarios.
4.3

Composition Scenarios and Applicability

Dynamic composition has some drawbacks regarding the development effort for client applications when the developer has to handle different SPL instances and has to care about virtual classes and
their use. This also has to be considered when deciding which composition technique should be used. However, virtual classes can be
hidden from the application developer in some scenarios:
1. Static composition: When using static composition the application developer does not have to care about SPL instances or
virtual classes at all.
2. Dynamic composition of a single SPL instance: When only
one dynamically composed SPL instance is needed, the application developer does not have to handle multiple instances and
SPL instantiation can be automated and hidden from the developer. An example is a stand-alone application that only depends
on configuration data.
3. Dynamic composition of multiple SPL instances: If multiple
different SPL instances are used the client developer is forced
to handle all instances and virtual classes.
Our approach simplifies client development for the first two
scenarios. In scenario (2) virtual classes can be avoided, if the
client is developed as an SPL. Using FeatureC++, this is possible by
creating a client SPL and combining both SPLs at build-time which
results in one binary. In this case, the client can access classes of
the SPL as if these were classes of the client even though they are
dynamically configured.
We implemented the presented approach as an extension of
FeatureC++; however, it is a general solution and applicable to
other languages, e.g., the feature-oriented Java extension Jak.6 Parts
of the implementation are based on C++ language features (e.g.,
overloading the C++ new operator), but these only effect the way
client applications have to be written and do not limit the general
approach. Nevertheless, we think that client applications should
be developed using a language that supports dynamic composition
and it became obvious to us that the support for an object-oriented
language like C++ can only be a solution to achieve compatibility.

5.

Related Work

There are a number of languages and tools that support static as
well as dynamic composition. Some of them employ different techniques or paradigms to achieve this. For example, CaesarJ [4] supports static composition based on collaborations and dynamic deployment of aspects. Lee et al. propose to decide before development which features to implement in one component and to compose the resulting components at runtime [27]. In contrast to these
approaches, our goal is to decide which composition technique is
used not before deployment to enable reuse of source code also
with different composition techniques. Chakravarthy et al. provide
with Edicts a solution that supports different binding times using
different design patterns [12]. The solution, however, is not based
on code generation but on manual development of the pattern code.
Other approaches support static as well as dynamic composition
based on the same implementation. AspectC++ supports weaving
6 http://www.cs.utexas.edu/˜schwartz/

at runtime and at compile time using the same aspects [18]. AspectJ
supports weaving advice at compile-time, after compile-time (postcompile weaving), and at load-time (when the according class files
are loaded into memory) [5]. PROSE [34] and Steamloom [10] furthermore support weaving at runtime and may be combined with
AspectJ’s static weaving. These AOP approaches can be used to
support multiple class extensions at the same time like in collaboration based approaches and FOP. However, there is no direct support for feature composition according to a feature model to support
composition validation or avoid invalid instantiation. It is also not
possible to easily instantiate SPLs from client code by combining a
base product line with class extensions (e.g., defined in an aspect).
This has to be done manually by providing aspects to the runtime
or load-time weaver which is possible via command-line arguments
or configuration files.
Object Teams [19] use dynamic composition of teams which
represent features. Composition is possible by using statically instantiated activation teams which in turn activate other teams [20].
Dynamic composition in Object Teams also considers constraints
in the feature model at composition time to avoid invalid SPL instances. Furthermore, it provides an advanced solution for runtime
modifications by activating and deactivating teams at runtime. This
would also be possible using our approach but is part of further
work. Object Teams do not consider interactions between features
that result in source code which has to be modularized (i.e., derivatives) to support composition of programs that contain arbitrary
combinations also of interacting features. This might be possible
by implementing a derivative as a team which is applied at product
instantiation time. Another difference between Object Teams and
FeatureC++ is the correspondence of implemented features to the
feature model: while in FeatureC++ a mapping of features to all
software artifacts (including implemented roles) defined in folders is used, in Object Teams features are mapped to teams and the
source code according to the feature model is generated. Since there
is no representation for features in FeatureC++ source code, there
are also no modifications of the source code needed if the feature
model changes. With Object Teams this results in a redefinition of
the mapping from features to roles and collaborations and regeneration of the source code.
Our approach focuses on combining static and dynamic composition. It is based on Delegation Layers [35] which supports dynamic composition of features but currently lacks an implementation. Other collaboration based approaches and layered designs like
Jak [7], Java Layers [11], Jiazzi [33], Mixin Layers [40], Aspectual
Feature Modules [3], Aspectual Collaborations [29], and Contextoriented Programming [14] also support either static or dynamic
composition. In contrast to these approaches, our solution supports
both, static and dynamic composition, and assists the developer in
dynamically composing SPLs and validation of SPL configurations
according to a feature model.
Kegel et al. have shown how inheritance can be automatically
refactored into delegation [24]. They showed that both approaches
are quite similar and there is no major benefit when using one or
the other, but delegation sometimes fails to replace inheritance. We
have shown that delegation can replace linear refinement chains
which also can be implemented using inheritance as presented by
Batory et al. [7]. In our case, delegation does not result in problems
when using abstract classes since we do not replace inheritance
in general. Instantiation of incomplete class refinements including
abstract methods is possible because we generate methods that
forward method calls to the next refinement in the refinement chain.
If no refinement of a class implements the method an exception
is thrown if it is invoked. Currently we cannot statically check if
an abstract method is actually implemented by a concrete class
instance which could be part of a static type system for FeatureC++.

6.

Conclusion and Further Work

Static as well as dynamic composition of SPLs is possible and
needed for different application scenarios. We presented an approach to support static and dynamic composition of features from
a single code base. This allows us to reuse source code also if the
type of composition changes. Furthermore, the decision if static
or dynamic composition should be used is postponed until deployment of an SPL. We have implemented the solution as an extension of FeatureC++ and support access to dynamically composable
SPLs from client code written in plain C++. When using static composition we provide a code transformation that enables compiler
optimizations to achieve high performance.
Another important goal that we wanted to achieve is to assist application developers with composing SPLs dynamically by providing access to a model describing an SPL at a higher level (a product
line model). This allows an application developer to validate SPL
configurations before composition to avoid invalid programs. By
providing support to handle modularized feature interaction code
(also called derivatives) and hiding it from application developers
we can further decrease the complexity of SPL composition at runtime. In the special case of SPLs used as stand-alone applications
we furthermore automate SPL instantiation with an extensible approach.
The presented solution is a step toward support for arbitrary
binding times on a feature basis, i.e., choosing the binding type
for each feature of an SPL separately. This will provide maximal
flexibility and opens further possibilities for optimizations tailored
to different application scenarios. As a further extension we want
to support runtime-adaptable SPLs by loading features after SPL
instantiation to further decrease the binary size of an application
and to adapt to changes not anticipated at development time.
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